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FUNCTIONS WHICH OPERATE IN THE FOURIER

ALGEBRA OF A DISCRETE GROUP

LEONEDE de MICHELE AND PAOLO M. SOARDI l

ABSTRACT. In this paper we prove the following theorem: let G  be

a discrete amenable group with nontrivial almost-periodic compactifica-

tion, and let  F  be a complex-valued function defined in [—1, lj; then  F

operates in A(G)  if and only if F  is real-analytic in a neighborhood of

the origin and F(0) = 0.

1. Introduction.  The Fourier algebra A(G) of a locally compact group

G consists of those complex functions which are the convolution, / * g, of

two functions  /, g £ LAG). The Fourier-Stieltjes algebra consists of those

functions which can be written as linear combinations of continuous posi-

tive-definite functions in  G (we refer to P. Eymard [3] for definitions and

notation).  When  G is abelian with dual group V, the functions in  A(G)

and B(G) are the Fourier and Fourier-Stieltjes transforms of L (D  and

M(Y), respectively.

We will say that a complex function  F, defined on a subset  E of the

complex plane   C, operates in  A(G) it the composition  F(f) belongs to

A(G) whenever / £ A(G) and the range of / is in E; a similar definition is

given for  B(G). It is well known [5] that if  G is an infinite nondiscrete

abelian group, and if  E is a closed convex set, then  F operates in  A(G)

it and only if it is real-analytic on  E; when  G is discrete abelian and  E

an open set containing the origin, F operates in  A(G) if and only if it is

real-analytic in a neighborhood of zero and F(0) = 0.

This result has been extended first by C. Dunkl [2] to compact groups

containing an infinite abelian subgroup, and afterwards by D. Rider [8] to

general infinite compact groups.

On account of a result of Herz (see for instance [4]),  the restriction
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A(G)\ „ of A(G) to H is exactly A(H). Therefore, just as in [2], it is pos-

sible to extend the result of the abelian case to any locally compact group

containing an infinite abelian subgroup.  Notice that a nondiscrete Lie group

satisfies this condition because it contains one-parameter subgroups.  How-

ever, there are some groups which contain no infinite abelian subgroup.

In this paper we show that only real-analytic functions operate in A(G)

when  G is an infinite nonabelian discrete group with the following properties.

(1) G  is amenable, i.e.  A(G)  contains a bounded approximate unit (see

[6]).

(2) G has nontrivial almost-periodic compactification; i.e., G has infi-

nitely many finite-dimensional irreducible representations.

The authors wish to thank Professor A. Figà-Talamanca for guidance

and help in preparing this paper.

2. Statement and proof oí the Theorem. We prove the following

Theorem.   Let G  be a discrete amenable group with nontrivial almost-

periodic compactification, and let F  be a complex-valued function defined in

[-1, l].   Then F  operates in A(G)  if and only if it is real-analytic in a neigh-

borhood of zero and F(0) = 0.

Remark.  Obviously the same theorem holds if  F  is defined in any com-

plex neighborhood of zero.

To prove the Theorem, it suffices to establish some properties which are

all that is needed in order to apply the proof of Helson-Kahane-Katznelson-

Rudin [5].  In the following, F and  G will always satisfy the hypothesis

stated in the Theorem; ||-||   will denote the norm in  B(G).

We start with

Proposition 1.   There are a 8 > 0  and M > 0  such that f £ B(G) and

11/11 < S imply  F(f) £ B(G) and \\F(f)\\ < M.

Proof.  At first we prove the statement for finitely supported functions.

If the proposition is false for these functions, then there exists a sequence

í/  î with   ||/  || < 2~~" and   ||F(/ )|| —> 00,  /    finitely supported.  Because of

the amenability of  G, we can find finitely supported functions  v    such that

||v   i| < 2 and   v (x) = 1   on the support of / .  We can also suppose that the

sets  E   = supp v    are mutually disjoint.  Therefore,77 rr    77 J        ' y

G), £ A(G)

77 = 1 {?/»)
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and

{z /„) > Wi/Jhw.
\t2=1        /|| \t2 = 1        /

for every  s, which is absurd.

Let now / £ B(G)  and   ||/|| < S/2; by the amenability of  G, tot every fi-

nite set   K CG there exists a finitely supported  12     £ A(G)  such that  \\vA\ <

2  and  i2„(x) = 1  for every  x £ K. Hence

\\FivKf)\\ < M    and    lim F(v   f)(x) = F(/)(x)
K

for every x £ G. Therefore, by [3, Corollary 2.25], the proposition is proved.

Lemma.  Let G be an infinite discrete group. Then there exists a set ACG with

the following property: if f £ B(G) and supp /C A, then InfA|/(x)| = 0.

Proof. Assume, by way of contradiction, that the conclusion of the Lem-

ma is false. Then for every E CG there exists fF £ B(G) such that supp fF

C E and |/E(x)| > 1 for x £ E. Since JR £ B(G), it follows that fETE = |/E|2

6 B(G). Therefore, for some M > 0,

1 < \fE(x)\¿ < M,    tot all  x e E.

On the other hand (see [9, Theorem 13-9]), for every e > 0  we can find a com-

plex polynomial such that   |F(z)| <( in a neighborhood of the origin and

\P(z) — l! < e in a neighborhood of the interval  [l, M] .  Therefore, if  \E de-

notes the characteristic function of  E, ||P(|/E|   ) - XeIIoo < e"  ^ut  ^0/eI   ) e

B(G), and hence we can approximate the characteristic function of every sub-

set of  G with functions belonging to  B(G).  By applying Theorem 3-3 of W.

Bade  and P. Curtis Jr. [1] to the Stone-Cech compactification of  G, we ob-

tain  B(G) = L   (G), which is absurd.

Remark.  According to [7, Theorem l], every discrete infinite group con-

tains an infinite   A(4)   set.  On the other hand, every function in  B(G) which

is supported on a    A(4)  set is square summable, provided that  G is amenable.

Thus for amenable groups a stronger version of the Lemma is true.

Proposition 2.   F  is continuous in a neighborhood of zero.

Proof.  We can always suppose  G countable; indeed, if  H is a counta-

ble subgroup of  G (for instance the subgroup generated by countably many

distinct elements of G), H is amenable and A(H) = A(G)|„.

Let $(s) = F(sfí + s), and let 8 he the same number as in Proposition 1;
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we show that for every   |s.| < 8, <$>(s) is continuous at zero.  If not, then, since

we can assume  ÍK0) = 0, there would exist a > 0  and a sequence  \a   \ such

that

ex>

z i«j<*-i*oi and i^ix'-
77 = 1

If A = \xA is the same as in the Lemma, then the function  g = 2, _,a ,8X,

belongs to A(G) while F(g) 4 B(G).

Proposition 3.   Let S    be the set of real-valued f £ B(G) with  ||/|| = r.

Then sup ||e   || = er, f £ S .

Proof. Let  G be the almost-periodic compactification of G; since  G is

infinite, the proposition is true for G by Rider [8, Lemma l].  Therefore, by

Eymard [3, Corollary 2.27], the proposition is true for G.

From Propositions 1, 2, and 3 and from Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 in [5], the

Theorem follows.
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